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The performance of optoelectronic devices based on monolayer

transition-metal dichalcogenide (mTMD) semiconductors is signifi-

cantly affected by the contact at the mTMD–metal interface,

which is dependent on interlayer interactions and coupling. Here,

we report a systematic optical method to investigate the interlayer

charge transfer and coupling in a mTMD–metal heterojunction.

Giant photoluminescence (PL) quenching was observed in a mono-

layer MoS2/Pd (1L MoS2/Pd) junction which is mainly due to the

efficient interlayer charge transfer between Pd and MoS2. 1L MoS2/

Pd also exhibits an increase in the PL quenching factor (η) as the

temperature decreases, due to a reduction of the interlayer

spacing. Annealing experiments were also performed which sup-

ported interlayer charge transfer as the main mechanism for the

increase of η. Moreover, a monolayer MoS2/Au (1L MoS2/Au) junc-

tion was fabricated for engineering the interlayer charge transfer.

Interestingly, a narrowing effect of the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) was encountered as the junctions changed from 1L MoS2/

SiO2 → 1L MoS2/Au → 1L MoS2/Pd, possibly originating from a

change of the doping level induced weakening of exciton-carrier

scattering. Our results deepen the understanding of metal–semi-

conductor junctions for further exploring fundamental phenom-

ena and enabling high-performance devices using mTMD–metal

junctions.

Metal–semiconductor junctions play an important role in
optoelectronic and electronic devices. Monolayer transition-
metal dichalcogenides (mTMDs) possessing an extremely
small thickness (a few Å), a uniform band gap over a large

range (1–2 eV) and a pristine interface without dangling bonds
are important building blocks for metal–semiconductor
junctions.1–3 It is known that the van der Waals gap (vdW gap)
(i.e., interlayer spacing) at the interface between TMD and
metal exists due to the lack of dangling bonds, and these dom-
inate the interlayer interaction and coupling of mTMD–metal
junctions.4–6 Moreover, temperature could effectively modulate
the interlayer interaction (i.e., interlayer charge transfer) and
coupling, attributed to temperature induced changes in the
interlayer spacing.4–6 To date, various monolayer TMDs have
been integrated with multiple metals for fabricating metal–
TMD junctions, which can enable the engineering of the inter-
layer interaction and coupling.4–12 However, systematic studies
of temperature-dependent interlayer spacing and interlayer
charge transfer in metal–TMD interfaces have not been
reported. Moreover, the previous research on the mTMD–
metal junctions was generally conducted by electrical
methods, which require a complicated fabrication and charac-
terization process and which involve hard to avoid chemical
contaminations.4,7,10,12,13 In addition, it’s important to explore
the temperature induced phenomenon to distinguish the
effects of other factors, such as substrate, interference, doping
level change, etc.4,6,14 Therefore, a simple optical method and
comprehensive study of interlayer charge transfer and coupling
in mTMD–metal junctions are critical for enabling various
novel optoelectronic and electronic device designs.

Herein, we demonstrate a systematic optical method to
study the interlayer charge transfer phenomenon in mTMD–
metal junctions. Firstly, we transferred an exfoliated monolayer
MoS2 onto palladium (1L MoS2/Pd) and observed significant
photoluminescence (PL) quenching from the monolayer MoS2
PL peak as compared with that of 1L MoS2 on a SiO2 (1L MoS2/
SiO2) substrate. It is expected that the monolayer TMD on the
metal substrate would lead to PL quenching, possibly due to
additional nonradiative exciton recombination paths (e.g.,
interlayer charge transfer).14,15 Based on the PL quenching
factor (η), we studied the interlayer charge transfer directly.
Here, the higher the η, the higher the charge transfer
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efficiency. To study the temperature-dependent interlayer
charge transfer, variable PL measurements were conducted
showing an increase in the η value with decreasing tempera-
ture. Ultra-high charge transfer efficiency was observed in the
1L MoS2/Pd junction at 83 K. This is mainly ascribed to the
decrease in temperature induced interlayer spacing reduction
and this results in highly efficient interlayer charger trans-
fer.2,3,6,16 Additionally, annealing experiments were performed
which further provided evidence that decreasing interlayer
spacing dominates the PL quenching phenomena. Moreover, a
monolayer MoS2 on a Au (1L MoS2/Au) junction was fabricated
to further explore the material related interlayer charge trans-
fer. It also shows a similar increasing tendency of η as the
temperature decreases. In addition, there is a narrowing of the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) according to 1L MoS2/
SiO2 → 1L MoS2/Au → 1L MoS2/Pd and this is possibly due to

the changed doping levels induced by a change of exciton-
carrier scattering. Furthermore, we quantitatively estimated
the doping level of 1L MoS2 in the three junctions via a mass
action model within the three-level model framework,
suggesting that Pd induced the highest level of P-doping. Our
findings provide a simple and effective optical method to
study mTMD–metal junctions and the corresponding doping
level of a mTMD; these results can enable various novel opto-
electronic and electronic device designs based on 2D material–
metal junctions.

In a mTMD–metal junction design, the relative band align-
ment is crucial to determine the doping behavior and charge
transfer, and this depends on the work function potential of
the metal and the Fermi-level pinning effect at the inter-
face.1,17 Fig. 1a and b show the alignment of the monolayer
MoS2 and Pd’s work function before contact and after

Fig. 1 Demonstration of interlayer charge transfer. (a) Band alignment before metal–semiconductor formation showing the intrinsic doping of 1L
MoS2. E0, χs, and Ec represent the vacuum level, electron affinity energy, and conduction band, respectively. EF,s, Ev, and Eg represent the Fermi level
of 1L MoS2, valence band and band gap, respectively. ϕs, ϕm, and EF,m represent the work function of 1L MoS2 and Pd and the Fermi level of Pd,
respectively. (b) The band alignment after the formation of the metal–semiconductor junction during the photoexcited process showing the photo-
excited induced doping level of 1L MoS2. Ec, EF,s, and EF,q represent the conduction band, Fermi level of monolayer MoS2, and dynamic equilibrium
state Fermi level of monolayer MoS2 with photoexcitation, respectively. Ei, Ev, ΔEF, TB and EF,m represent the Fermi level of the electrical neutrality
state, valence band, photoexcitation-induced Fermi level shift, tunneling barrier height and Fermi level of Pd. (c) ((I), (II)) Schematic (I) and the corres-
ponding optical image (II) after monolayer MoS2 transferred on Pd showing MoS2/Pd and MoS2/SiO2 regions. Scale bar, 10 μm. (III) AFM image of the
dotted rectangular area shown in (II). Inset: height measurements along the dashed line showing the atomic layer thickness. (d) PL spectra of 1L
MoS2/SiO2 and 1L MoS2/Pd junctions at 83 K showing giant PL quenching.
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contact.1,7,17 After the junctions are formed, the Fermi level
(EF,s) position shifts towards the middle band gap (Ei) of MoS2
and then reaches an equilibrium, in which both the Pd and
mTMD share the same Fermi level due to contact doping and
the Fermi pining effect.1,17 As shown in Fig. 1b, the Fermi level
position (EF,s) indicates that the 1L MoS2/Pd junction is still
n-type after the Pd induced P doping, consistent with previous
experiments and theoretical predictions.5,7,17 In the PL
measurements, photo-excited carriers would further shift the
Fermi level of 1L MoS2 towards Ei reaching a new quasi-fermi
level (EF,q). The dynamic equilibrium Fermi level difference
(ΔEF) is equal to the applied voltage and this leads to multiple
electrons transferring from the metal to the interface (i.e.,
interlayer charge transfer) (Fig. 1b).18–20 Therefore, based on
the fast interfacial charge transfer between Pd and 1L
MoS2,

21,22 photo-excited holes would be annihilated at the
interface by the electrons from Pd and this results in PL
quenching of 1L MoS2 in a 1L MoS2/Pd junction.22,23

Fig. 1c shows the bottom-contact monolayer MoS2/Pd (1L
MoS2/Pd) junction in order to substantiate the above interlayer
charge transfer mechanism (Fig. 1c). The top (I) and bottom
left (II) parts in Fig. 1c show the schematic and optical image
of the 1L MoS2/Pd junction. The 1L MoS2/Pd junction was pre-
pared via transferring mechanically exfoliated 1L MoS2 over
patterned 50 nm thick Pd electrodes that were deposited onto
a 260 nm Si/SiO2 substrate. Based on this dry-transfer method,
a 1L MoS2/SiO2 region could also be simultaneously
achieved.24 This is an effective way to avoid contamination,
helping to achieve ultra-clean and intact interfaces.25,26 After
the formation of the junction, the 1L MoS2/Pd and 1L MoS2/
SiO2 junctions were characterized by Raman spectroscopy to
confirm the individual thickness and interfaces (Fig. S1†).
AFM microscopy (Fig. 1c (III)) and phase-shift interferometry
(PSI) images (Fig. S2, S3 and ESI note S1†) also confirmed the
presence of monolayer MoS2.

22 PL spectroscopy is a powerful
tool to study the dynamic interlayer and intralayer charge
transfer excitonic states and this can provide the evidence for
interlayer charge transfer and coupling in the junction con-
stituent layers.25,27,28 Moreover, the low temperature influences
trion emissions in the spectra and PL intensity.24,29 Thus, the
PL spectra of the 1L MoS2/Pd and 1L MoS2/SiO2 junctions were
recorded at 83 K, exhibiting three peaks around 587, 634 and
648 nm, which are assigned to B exciton, A exciton and A−

trion, respectively (Fig. 1d).30,31 The PL intensity (sum of B
exciton, A exciton and A− peak) of the 1L MoS2/Pd junction
demonstrates giant quenching (∼9.7 times) compared to the
1L MoS2/SiO2 junction, suggesting that highly efficient inter-
layer charge transfer had occurred. Several similar devices (>6)
of 1L MoS2/Pd and 1L MoS2/SiO2 showed repeatable results.
Additionally, a consistent quenching factor was measured in
the device two months after fabrication, demonstrating the
stability in the mTMD–metal junction.

Tight-binding or quantum tunneling mode interlayer inter-
action and coupling properties are highly related to the inter-
layer spacing and are heavily dependent on temperature.2,3,6

Thus, in order to substantiate that the interlayer charge trans-

fer mainly affects the PL quenching, variable-temperature PL
measurements were conducted in the temperature range from
298 K to 83 K (Fig. 2a).6 For comparison, the PL spectra of 1L
MoS2/SiO2 are also presented. In Fig. 2a, both PL peaks exhibit
a blue shift with decreasing temperature similar to earlier find-
ings.30,31 In contrast to PL peak shape from the 1L MoS2/SiO2

junction at each temperature, the 1L MoS2/Pd junction indi-
cated an A exciton dominant peak, which suggests the lower n
type level of monolayer MoS2 in the 1L MoS2/Pd junction and
this is ascribed to the Pd induced high P doping effect and
Fermi level pinning effect.1,5,12,32 Fig. 2b shows the tempera-
ture dependent quenching factor (η), where the quenching
factor η is defined as the ratio of the integrated PL intensity
(sum of B exciton, A exciton and A− peak) in 1L MoS2/SiO2 to
that of the 1L MoS2/Pd junction (i.e., η = IMoS2/Ij). As shown in
Fig. 2b, η increases monotonically from 2.6 to 9.7 as the temp-
erature decreases from 298 K to 83 K. This suggests that lower
temperature induced interlayer spacing reduction promotes a
more efficient interlayer charge transfer.1,6 Specifically, as the
temperature decreases, the anharmonicity leads to a contrac-
tion of the interlayer spacing in the 1L MoS2/Pd junction,
which in turn, enhances interlayer interaction inducing a
larger η and a stronger coupling effect.6,33 Hence, the large
change of the quenching factor as a function of the tempera-
ture illustrates that the interlayer charge transfer is the domi-
nant factor in the PL quenching phenomena, rather than the
other factors such as substrate, absorption, scattering, surface
quality, doping level effects, etc.6 This is because the doping
level of monolayer MoS2 on the two substrates (i.e., Pd and
SiO2) only changes slightly due to a change in temperature; the
quenching factor should have less variation with the change in
temperature. On the other hand, if we assume that the sub-
strate, absorption and scattering play a bigger role in PL
quenching compared to other factors, the quenching factor
should be nearly independent of the temperature. However,
this was not observed in the PL measurements which implies
the significant importance of the reduction in the interlayer
spacing. In addition, the quenching factor was fitted well by
the empirical equation which only considered interlayer
spacing effects, further supporting our arguments (ESI note
S2†).6 It is also expected that the annealing process decreases
the interlayer spacing and thus higher interlayer charge transfer
efficiency occurs since annealing drives out trapped residual
molecules within the junction.6,34 Therefore, the 1L MoS2/Pd
junction was annealed at 573 K for 30 min after the variable
temperature measurements.34 Afterwards, the room-temperature
PL measurements were performed again after the sample
cooled down from high temperature in order to make compari-
sons due to annealing effects (Fig. 2c and S4†). Also, the corres-
ponding AFM images before and after the annealing of 1L MoS2
onto Pd are displayed as a reference (Fig. S4b†). As shown in
Fig. S4,† the PL spectral shape of both junctions did not show a
significant change as compared to before the annealing process,
suggesting that this annealing process did not influence the
doping level of MoS2 too much. It is also worth noting that
larger PL quenching (∼10.3 times) was exhibited when com-
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pared to before annealing (2.6 times) (Fig. 2c). Furthermore,
Fig. 2d and e show the schematic of the mTMD–metal junction
before and after the annealing process, respectively, during the
photoexcitation process.1,6,34 This demonstrates that the inter-
layer spacing decreases via an annealing process, leading to an
increased interlayer charge transfer efficiency and thus a
higher PL quenching factor and higher coupling effect.

In a 2D TMD/metal junction, the interlayer charge transfer
and coupling is also sensitive to the constituent materials of the
junction.1,6 To explore how different junction materials engineer
the interlayer charge transfer, a 1L MoS2/Au junction was fabri-
cated as shown in Fig. 3a. The corresponding characterization
was conducted to confirm the formation of individual inter-
faces (Fig. S2 and S5†).22 Similar to the 1L MoS2/Pd junction,

Fig. 2 Temperature-dependent interlayer charge transfer. (a) PL spectra of the 1L MoS2/Pd structure and 1L MoS2 as a function of temperature. The
black and red solid lines denote the experimental data from the heterostructures of 1L MoS2/Pd and 1L MoS2/SiO2, respectively. (b) PL quenching
factors (η) versus temperature curve in the 1L MoS2/Pd structure. The red balls represent the measured η value as a function of temperature. The
olive line denotes the fitting curve, which suggests that the interlayer charge transfer is dominant in the quenching factor variation due to the temp-
erature induced interlayer spacing change. (c) Room-temperature PL quenching factor histogram in the 1L MoS2/Pd junction before and after the
annealing process. The annealing process was conducted at 573 K for 30 min. (d) Schematic diagram of the 1L MoS2/Pd junction shows charge
transfer efficiency before annealing where the larger interlayer spacing indicates lower charge transfer efficiency. (e) Schematic diagram of the 1L
MoS2/Pd junction shows charge transfer efficiency before annealing. As compared with that in (d), the smaller interlayer spacing indicates higher
charge transfer efficiency.
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the 1L MoS2/Au junction also displayed an increase in the
quenching factor with decreasing temperature (Fig. 3b).
This result manifested that the interlayer spacing plays a
crucial role in the interlayer charge transfer. Also, the corres-

ponding characterization of MoS2 thickness-dependent hetero-
structures are presented as a reference and shows a similar
tendency after the annealing process (Fig. S6†). In addition, 1L
WSe2/Au and 1L WSe2/SiO2 junctions were characterized as a

Fig. 3 Material-dependent interlayer charge transfer. (a) Optical image of 1L MoS2 transferred onto Au showing MoS2/Au and MoS2/SiO2 regions.
Scale bar, 10 μm. Inset: Schematic of the 1L MoS2/Au structure. (b) PL quenching factors (η) versus temperature curve in the 1L MoS2/Au structure.
Blue balls denote the PL quenching factor as a function of temperature. The olive line represents the fitting curve. (c) FWHM of three junctions, such
as 1L MoS2/Pd, 1L MoS2/Au and 1L MoS2/SiO2, as a function of temperature. (d) Band alignments after the formations of (i) the 1L MoS2/Pd junction
and (ii) the 1L MoS2/Au junction. This shows the doping level of 1L MoS2 onto the metal substrate. Here, 1L MoS2 in the 1L MoS2/Pd junction shows
the more neutral state, compared with the 1L MoS2/Au junction, which implies that the equilibrium Fermi level would move more towards to the gap
middle in the 1L MoS2/Pd junction. (e) Three level energy diagram exhibiting the exciton (A), trion (A−), and ground state. (f ) Trion spectra weight
(left) and the doping level (right) of 1L MoS2 as a function of various junctions, such as 1L MoS2/SiO2, 1L MoS2/Au and 1L MoS2/Pd.
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reference and indicated similar observations with MoS2 based
junctions (Fig. S7†). Moreover, the 1L MoS2/Au junction has a
smaller quenching factor than the 1L MoS2/Pd junction at
each temperature, possibly due to the smaller interlayer
spacing and the lack of orbital overlaps in the former.1,35 The
doping level and substrate effects on the quenching factor can
be the subject of investigation in future topics.
Correspondingly, the empirical equation in ESI note S2,†
which only considered the interlayer spacing effects, was
applied to fit the quenching factor in Fig. 3b and this suggests
again that interlayer spacing dominates the quenching factor.
Fig. 3c shows the A exciton FWHM of three junctions as a func-
tion of the temperature. For the three junctions, as the temp-
erature decreases, the A exciton FWHM decreases accordingly
and this is consistent with earlier reports (detailed in ESI note
S3†).14,15,36 Interestingly, it was observed that at each tempera-
ture, the A exciton FWHM of the three junctions has the fol-
lowing ranking: 1L MoS2/SiO2 > 1L MoS2/Au > 1L MoS2/Pd.
The possible reason for the narrowing effect of the A exciton
FWHM is due to the doping-related weakening of exciton-
carrier scattering.14,15 In Fig. 3d, the relative band alignments
of both junctions were plotted, denoting n-type behavior.
Compared to the 1L MoS2/Pd junction, the lower work func-
tion (WF) of Au in a 1L MoS2/Au junction could lead to lower P
doping in monolayer MoS2 which has been reported in pre-
vious theoretical studies and experiments.1,7,17 Moreover, gate-
dependent PL measurements were performed at room temp-
erature and at 83 K (Fig. S8†), consistent with earlier
reports.30,31 For quantitative comparisons, the temperature-
dependent PL spectra of 1L MoS2/Pd and 1L MoS2/Au were
fitted by Lorentz fitting (Fig. S9†). Meanwhile, Fig. S10† pre-
sents the fitting of gate-dependent PL spectra at 83 K and
temperature-dependent PL spectra from 1L MoS2 on SiO2. The
1L MoS2/Au junction displayed prominent trion peaks,
especially at 83 K, supporting again that the Au contact pro-
duces lower level P doping at the MoS2 interface (Fig. S9†).30

Furthermore, for the quantitative analysis of the doping behav-
ior of the three junctions, the excited dynamics has been
studied via a three-level model, where the trion, exciton and
ground state were included (Fig. 3e). Here, G, ΓA and ΓA−

denote the A exciton generation rate, A exciton decay rate and
trion decay rate, respectively. We claim that ΓA could be
decomposed into two parts, which are the exciton rate without
including the trion formation (Γ′A) and trion formation rate
(KA−). Then the PL intensity of exciton (IA) and trion (IA−) from
the different junctions could be estimated within the frame-
work of a three-level model under steady-state conditions (ESI
note S4†). Based on the PL spectral fittings in Fig. S7 and S8,†
the trion spectral weight (IA−/IA) is presented in Fig. 3f. It
shows a decreasing trend of trion spectral weight when the
junctions change from 1L MoS2/SiO2 → 1L MoS2/Au → 1L
MoS2/Pd. In particular, 1L MoS2/SiO2 and 1L MoS2/Pd have an
IA−/IA value of 2.05 and 0.29, respectively. This suggests that
the n type level among the three junctions has the same ten-
dency: 1L MoS2/SiO2 > 1L MoS2/Au > 1L MoS2/Pd, which is con-
sistent with earlier findings.1,5,7,30,31 Furthermore, according

to the mass action model, the junction material dependent
doping level is shown in Fig. 3f (detailed in ESI note S4†). This
indicates that the 1L MoS2/SiO2, 1L MoS2/Au and 1L MoS2/Pd
junctions have an electron density value of 5.1 × 1013, 1.9 ×
1013 and 7.4 × 1012 cm−2, respectively. Thus, the 1L MoS2/Au
and 1L MoS2/Pd junctions exhibited a doping reduction rate of
63 and 86%, respectively, consistent with theoretical
predictions.1,5,15,35

Based on the above analysis, and in contrast with the 1L
MoS2/SiO2 junction, the PL intensity of mTMD–metal junc-
tions, such as 1L MoS2/Pd and 1L MoS2/Au, is enhanced since
the n type level of monolayer MoS2 on the metal (e.g., Pd and
Au) significantly decreases, whereas the doping level induced
PL increasing phenomenon was not observed in experiments
and this reflects that doping is not responsible for PL quench-
ing. This also implies that the interlayer charge transfer domi-
nates PL quenching.26,31,37 Lastly, to evaluate the contribution
of MoS2 to the coupling properties of the different junctions,
the A exciton peak energy as a function of temperature was
fitted by the modified Varshni relationship given by
(Fig. S11†):36

EðTÞ ¼ E0 � Shℏωi cot h
hℏωi
2KBT

� 1
� �

ð1Þ

where E0 is the emission energy at 0 K and S is the Huang–
Rhys factor, representing the strength of exciton–phonon coup-
ling. The higher the S, the stronger the exciton–phonon coup-
ling.6 〈ħω〉 is the average photon energy. By comparing the
exciton–phonon coupling (S) among the junctions, the contri-
bution of monolayer MoS2 to the interlayer coupling has the
following order: 1L MoS2/Pd > 1L MoS2/Au (ESI S5 and
Table S1†). Our results provide a simple way to precisely engin-
eer the interlayer charge transfer in a mTMD–metal junction
and this is important in understanding the fundamental
phenomena of interlayer charge transfer and coupling pro-
perties that can enable advanced future optoelectronic devices.

In conclusion, a systematic optical method to investigate
the interlayer charge transfer of mTMD–metal junctions that
comprise of a monolayer MoS2 and various metals (e.g., Pd
and Au) has been demonstrated. This provides a simple and
powerful platform to explore interlayer charge transfer and
coupling properties in the junctions. A giant PL quenching
phenomenon was observed in a 1L MoS2/Pd junction and this
was due to highly efficient interlayer charge transfer.
Moreover, the quenching factor (η) exhibits an increasing
trend with reducing temperature. This also implies an increase
in the interlayer charge transfer efficiency that is attributed to
the temperature induced interlayer spacing reduction between
the monolayer TMD and metal. Annealing experiments were
also conducted in which an increase in the quenching factor η
was observed; this result additionally provided evidence that
the reduced interlayer spacing promotes interlayer charge
transfer and an increase of η. In addition, we modulated the
interlayer charge transfer by changing the junction materials
(i.e., 1L MoS2/Au junction). A narrowing effect of the FWHM
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was found as the junction changes from 1L MoS2/SiO2 → 1L
MoS2/Au → 1L MoS2/Pd and this was possibly attributed to
doping level related weakening of exciton-carrier scattering.
Furthermore, the doping level of 1L MoS2 from the three het-
erojunctions was qualitatively determined via the mass action
model within a three-level model framework. Our demon-
stration highlights the significance of the temperature modu-
lation of interlayer charge transfer and coupling in mTMD–
metal junctions providing guidelines that are crucial for future
novel optoelectronic designs and investigating fundamental
phenomena in 2D TMD–metal junctions.

Experimental methods
Device fabrication and characterization

Patterned metal substrates were fabricated using electron
beam lithography (EBL) on a SiO2/Si substrate (260 nm
thermal oxide on n+-doped silicon). Then, monolayer TMD
film materials were exfoliated via the Scotch tape method and
transferred onto the designated substrate via the dry transfer
method.31 The monolayer TMD films were characterized by
optical microscopy, AFM and Raman spectroscopy to identify
the number of layers and topological information. For the
MOS structures, used for back gate-dependent PL measure-
ments, we transferred the 100 nm thick gold electrode to
contact a part of the TMD flakes as the probing pad. For the
thermal annealing process, the 1L MoS2/Pd junction was kept
in a Linkam THMS 600 chamber with a slow flow of N2 gas for
sample protection while being maintained at 573 K for
30 min.

Optical characterization

PL and Raman measurements were conducted using a Horiba
LabRAM system equipped with a confocal microscope, a
charge-coupled device (CCD) Si detector, and a 532 nm diode-
pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser as the excitation source. If
there is no special illustration, on-sample power is always
43.8 μW. For temperature-dependent (above 83 K) measure-
ments, the sample was placed in a microscope-compatible
chamber with a low-temperature controller (using liquid nitro-
gen as the coolant). Many samples (>6) have been measured
for every single structure and the results are repeatable. The
electrical bias was applied using a Keithley 4200 semi-
conductor analyzer. All the optical path length (OPL) character-
ization was obtained using a phase-shifting interferometer
(Vecco NT9100).
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